Are you ready for the 5G revolution?

Video Transcript

Are you ready to unleash the power of 5G?

It starts with speed, scale and latency as the world's new currency.

Up to 100X faster than existing 4G networks.

10,000X more traffic.

100X more devices.

Blink-of-an-eye. ~300MS

Typical human reaction ~200MS

4G mobile network ~80MS

Motion-to-photon latency <50MS

5G Network + Edge Compute <10MS

Which unlocks a whole new world for business.

+121% year-on-year 5G CAPEX growth (2018 to 2022)

+140% B2B Revenue Growth from Digital Services (2018-2022)

100X Number of Connected Devices....Enabling IoT and Smart Cities.

Unleashing new economic value...

$12.3 Trillion in global economic output and 22 million jobs supported worldwide by 2035.

In the U.S. alone...

- Wireless Industry Contributes $475 Billion in GDP
- 3 Million new jobs to be created through 5G deployment

And changing society for the better.

Up to 50% gun crime reduction and 40% traffic congestion reduction.

$1 Billion dollars+ savings potential per year through Smart City lighting.
5G is already underway.
South Korea first market to launch 5G nationwide.
1.4 billion 5G connections worldwide by 2025.
Are you ready for a revolution?
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